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HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS :- X 

Let’s Pen The Pandemic : Covid - 19 

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow 
belongs to those who prepare for it today.” 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED WHILE DOING 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK: 

 It is compulsory to attempt each subject. 

 Summer vacations are going to be started from June 10 to 25, 

2020.  

 Submit your assignments to Subject teachers as the school 

reopens. 

 Holiday homework should be done as per the given 

instructions 

 Label properly the name, class roll no and subject. 

 The work will be assessed for the neat handwriting, 

      presentation, creativity and submission of the work on time. 

 



 
 

ENGLISH 

Q 1- Collect 25 new words and 25 phrases to form a 

dictionary. Write their meanings and make 2 sentences of 

each word and phrase.     

  

Examples:-   

1. Beware  

Meaning: Careful   

Sentence 1: Beware of thieves as it is dark outside.  

Sentence 2: Beware of falling rocks from the top of the 

mountains.  

  

2. Dirt cheap  

Meaning: low price  

Sentence 1: They're always selling off stuff like that dirt 

cheap.   

Sentence 2: The auctioneers let us have the stuff dirt cheap.   

  

Q 2- You are Jenny/john head of ABC hospital, Naraina New 

Delhi. Suddenly the covid19 pandemic broke out in your 

city. You need some safety stuff to protect your staff from 



this rapidly spreading disease. Place an order for safety 

equipment [ PPE, respiratory, surgical masks, gowns, and 

gloves] that you wish to purchase for your hospital. Write 

a letter to the manager, M/S GTB Surgical & Co, Preet 

vihar to send items ASAP with a discount.           

  

Q 3- Watch these Hollywood movies and try to write a short 

summary of these movies.        

1- POLAR EXPRESS   

2- HOME ALONE 1   

3- HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA a    

  

HINDI 

 
 

 



 

 

MATHEMATICS 



 



 



 



SOCIAL SCIENCE 

HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT SOCIAL SCIENCE CLASS 10    PROJECT 

WORK   This is the Board Exam Activity and you all have to do 

individually evaluation will be done on the basis of your 

performance and presentation. Dear class 10 Students As you 

know that in class IX you have already made one project in Social 

Science in the same way in this 10 class once again you have to 

develope a Project Report  and you have to choose any one topic 

from the following giving here these all three topics are 

prescribed by the CBSE FOR SESSION :2020-2021 (1)CONSUMER 

AWARENESS (2) SOCIAL ISSUES (3)SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT  

your project report will maximum of 10 pages we are sharing one 

video related to your project work for your assistance you can go 

through the Books ,Newspaper ,Magazine or other relevant 

sources to make your project more attractive and impressive. 

 

Project on Sustainable Development 

 

https://youtu.be/YfPTl1rpva0 

 

 

https://youtu.be/YfPTl1rpva0


PHYSICS 

 



 



 
 

 



CHEMISTRY 

 



 
 



BIOLOGY 
 

1- To make a working project related  to covid 19 by using waste 

material. 

2 - Write at least 10 question answer from ch 1 that is Life 

processes. 

Ch 2) That is control and co-ordination. 

Ch3) That is how do organism reproduce. 
 

 

Work out 

Students will take two bowls and hang them in the balcony 
of their house. Everyday. 

They need to fill them with grains and water respectively to 
feed the birds. 

Note : This activity will help the students to connect to the 

nature and they will develop a sense of compassion. Visual 

and Performing Arts 

 
***DP*** 


